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Everybody hurts (REM) D G D G D



G D G When your day is long and the night, the night is yours alone. D G D G When you're sure you've had enough of this life, well hang on. Em A Don't let yourself go, Em A 'cause everybody cries Em A and everybody hurts. D G D G D Sometimes. Sometimes everything is wrong. Now it's time to sing along. G D G D When your day is night alone, (hold on, hold on), if you feel like letting go, (hold on) G D G When you think you've had too much of this life, well hang on. Em A 'Cause everybody hurts. Em A Take comfort in your friends. Em A Everybody hurts. F#



Bm Don't throw your hand. F# Bm Oh, no. F# Bm Don't throw your hand. C G If you feel like you're alone, C Am no, no, no, you’re not alone. D



G D G If you're on your own in this life, the days and nights are long, D G D G When you think you've had too much of this life to hang on. Em A Well, everybody hurts. Em A Sometimes, everybody cries. Em A And everybody hurts.



D G D G Sometimes. And everybody hurts. Sometimes. D G D G D G D G So, hold on, hold on. Hold on, hold on, hold on, hold on, hold on, hold on. D G D G Everybody hurts. D G D G You are not alone.
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Sometimes everything is wrong. Now it's time to sing along. When your day is night, hold on, (hold on, hold on). If you feel like letting go, (hold on). When you're ...
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22 août 2018 - ing standard moves. ... ing away as much subject identity as possible. ..... [1] Wissam J Baddar, Geonmo Gu, Sangmin Lee, and Yong Man Ro.
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POLL OPEN TO EVERYBODY 

spread away everywhere the name chosen. This word must not be ridiculous nor with sexual connotations. It must quite well recover the fact that we don't collect.
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WHERE HAS EVERYBODY GONE 

Hack your face, save your case, reserve your place in the everafter. Cause hallowed halls are lined with walls. That are cracked with delirious laughter.
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ANDERSON SHELTERS Everybody was expecting that there 

tunnel, made from curve corrugated-iron sheets which had to be bolted together. There was a flat steel plate at ... wavy, in ridges. Bunks people killed or injured.
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May 19, 2011 - Using little penguins (Eudyptula minor) as a model, we investigated whether .... pairs, it may be either the male or the female that compensate.
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The Blues Brothers - Everybody Needs Somebody To Love. (Words & music by Bert Burns, Solomon Burke & Jerry Wexler). Drums/batterie : Willie "Too Big" Hall ...
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Sometimes journalism it's only to make money and it's an attractive feature ... Even though Everybody is aware of dramatic tragic situation in the world Nobody ...
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Le Pele Report du 1er Juin 2016 Hola Everybody! C'est Kaypacha ... 

C'est comme d'amener le volcan (rires), de l'amener depuis le profond, le fÃ©minin, le monde intÃ©rieur. Je vais en parler face Ã  la camÃ©ra. Hola, Kaypacha ici.
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